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*III  SUMMARY OF THE CASE

The class action settlement agreement, notice plan, supplemental notice plan, and claims process represent the
culmination of years of effective advocacy, along with methodical judicial supervision and scrutiny. Plaintiffs' allegations,
which center on a defective Walker trigger mechanism in certain Remington Model 700 bolt-action rifles, continue to
be vehemently denied by Defendants. But recognizing the potential risks of litigation, as well as desiring to provide
putative class members with real benefits that go to the heart of Plaintiffs' allegations, the parties reached a comprehensive
settlement agreement that extends to upwards of 7.5 million firearms. The settlement agreement and claims process were
carefully crafted to provide settlement class members with substantial relief in light of the strengths and weaknesses of
their claims. Both the agreement and claims process have been extensively publicized through the formal due process
notice plan, supplemental notice plan, and independent media--all of which comport with applicable standards governing
the approval of class action settlements.

Plaintiffs-Appellees respectfully request that this Court approve the district court's March 14, 2017 Order granting final
approval so that these defective rifles can be repaired and lives can be saved.

Oral argument is unnecessary in this matter; however, should the Court grant Appellants oral argument, Plaintiffs-
Appellees request the same amount of time.
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Plaintiffs-Appellees have no corporate interests or affiliations to disclose.
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*xv  STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION

Plaintiffs-Appellees submit that this Court has jurisdiction as set forth by Objectors-Appellants.

*1  STATEMENT OF ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW

Issue 1: Whether the district court properly exercised its discretion in finding that the Appellees' due process notice plan
(as well as the subsequent supplemental state-of-the-art notice plan) was the best notice practicable, met the requirements
of Fed. R. Civ. P. 23, and satisfied due process. Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(c)(2)(B); Grunin v. Int'l House of Pancakes, 513 F.2d
114 (8th Cir. 1975); Carter v. Forjas Taurus, 2016 WL 3982489 (S.D. Fla. July 22, 2016).

Issue 2: Whether the district court properly exercised its discretion in finding that the settlement was fair, adequate and
reasonable. Keil v. Lopez, 862 F.3d 685 (8th Cir. 2017); Marshall v. Nat'l Football League, 787 F.3d 502 (8th Cir. 2015);
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In re Uponor, Inc., F1807 Plumbing Fittings Prods. Liab., 716 F.3d 1057 (8th Cir. 2013); Petrovic v. Amoco Oil Co., 200
F.3d 1140 (8th Cir. 1999).

*2  STATEMENT OF THE CASE

A. The Litigation

This litigation began with the filing of four putative class actions against Defendants-Appellees (“Remington”) in
federal district courts in 2012 and 2013, including the instant case, arising out of the design, manufacturing, advertising,
marketing, warranting and sale of Model 700 bolt-action rifles containing the Walker trigger mechanism. A923. At
their core, these lawsuits claimed that the Walker trigger mechanism is defectively designed because it utilizes a trigger
connector which can result in accidental discharges without the trigger being pulled. Plaintiffs-Appellees (“Plaintiffs”)
contended that Remington's X-Mark Pro trigger mechanism is a safe alternative to the Walker trigger mechanism. See
A35-36, ¶28; A86, ¶41; A102, ¶81(c). Specifically, Plaintiffs alleged that the claimed design defect has caused unintended
discharges resulting in personal injuries and deaths. See e.g., A46, ¶58; A59, ¶127; A93-94, ¶63. Additionally, Plaintiffs
alleged that the value and utility of their Model 700 rifles firearms have been diminished as a result of the alleged design,
entitling them to economic damages and equitable relief. See e.g., A53, ¶84; A56, ¶107. To this day, Remington disputes
Plaintiffs' allegations and contend that firearms containing the trigger connector component are neither defective nor
unsafe.

*3  B. Discovery

After briefing motions to dismiss, the Parties engaged in discovery and exchanged written discovery requests, objections,
and responses. SA884. Remington produced hundreds of thousands of documents dealing with the core issues in the
present litigation, i.e., the design of the Walker trigger mechanism and the alleged accidental discharging of rifles without
a trigger pull. SA884. Counsel for Plaintiffs reviewed over 1,000,000 pages of documents produced by Remington as
part of their investigation and analysis, and retained experts, conducted forensic testing, interviewed witnesses, inspected

firearms and their component parts, and tested the firearms to establish their claims. SA884. 1

C. Mediation

The Parties engaged in arms' length settlement discussions with an experienced class-action mediator soon after the
district court issued orders on the motions to dismiss. SA884. The mediation process spanned nearly a year, involving
five full-day, in-person sessions with numerous counsel on both sides. SA885. In these sessions, the Parties shared their
respective experts' findings regarding the claimed defects and their widely-divergent but strongly-held views on the merits
and *4  the prospects for class certification. SA885. The Parties engaged in further discussions, as well as countless
follow-up communications with the mediator. SA885. During this time, the Parties agreed that any Settlement should
extend beyond Models 700 and Seven to additional Remington firearm models in which a trigger connector has been
utilized, including Models 673 and Sportsman 78; Models 710, 715, and 770; Models 600, 660, and XP-100; and Models
721, 722, and 725. SA885.

D. The X-Mark Pro Recall

After the Parties reached initial agreements, and while the mediation process was still ongoing, Remington learned that
the then-existing X-Mark Pro assembly process created the potential for the application of an excess amount of bonding
agent, which could cause Model 700 and Model Seven bolt-action rifles containing X-Mark Pro trigger mechanisms to
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discharge without a trigger pull. SA885. Plaintiffs' Counsel were informed of the issue by Remington and conducted
their own independent investigation. SA885.

On April 11, 2014, and after consultation and coordination with Plaintiffs' Counsel, Remington undertook a voluntary
recall of all Model 700 and Model Seven bolt-action rifles containing X-Mark Pro trigger mechanisms manufactured
from May 1, 2006, to April 9, 2014. SA885-886. Under the terms of the recall, which is still in place and will continue
indefinitely, Remington instituted a specialty *5  cleaning, inspection, and testing process to remove any excess bonding
agent that may have been applied in affected X-Mark Pro trigger mechanisms. Remington also changed and improved
its X-Mark Pro trigger manufacture process so the excess bonding agent issue cannot occur again. SA886. Current
participants in the voluntary recall are provided with new triggers manufactured under the improved assembly process.
Plaintiffs' and Remington's respective experts agree that triggers that have been specialty cleaned, inspected, and tested
are equivalent in terms of safety and performance as triggers manufactured under the improved assembly process. SA886;
see also SA141-142, ¶17 (Declaration of Derek L. Watkins (Remington)); SA184, ¶ 6.6 (Amended Declaration of Charles
W. Powell (Plaintiffs)).

E. The Settlement Agreement and Preliminary Approval

In July 2014, Plaintiffs and Remington reached the material terms of this nationwide Settlement with respect to: (1)
all Model 700, 721, 722, 725, Seven, Sportsman 78, 600, 660, 673, XP-100, 710, 715 and 770 firearms manufactured
by Remington or SGPI that contain trigger mechanisms that utilize a trigger connector; and (2) Model 700 and
Seven bolt-action rifles containing X-Mark Pro trigger mechanisms that are subject to the April 2014 voluntary recall.
Approximately 7,500,000 of these firearms have been sold in the United States. SA887.

In December 2014, the Parties filed their proposed settlement agreement and jointly moved the court to certify the
proposed classes and enter an order *6  preliminarily approving the Settlement. SA887-88. The Parties proposed two

classes for certification, Class A and Class B, consisting of four subclasses 2  and two subclasses, 3  respectively. Prior to
the preliminary approval hearing, the Parties identified and designated a class representative for each subclass. After the
hearing, the district court conditionally certified the two settlement classes. SA329-339. Settlement Class A is comprised

of owners of thirteen different models of firearms that contain a trigger mechanism that utilizes a trigger connector. 4

SA891-894. The majority of firearms that fall within the scope of Settlement Class A are eligible for a retrofit with a

connectorless trigger mechanism, either the X-Mark Pro or the current Model 770 connectorless trigger mechanism. 5

SA891. Owners of the *7  remaining firearms in Settlement Class A, which were all manufactured and originally sold
more than 30 years ago, are eligible to receive a voucher for Remington products. SA947-948. Settlement Class B, or the
“X-Mark Pro Class,” involves rifles that contain a recalled X-Mark Pro trigger mechanism. SA948. These firearms are
eligible for a retrofit with an X-Mark Pro manufactured under the new assembly process, as well as a refund if the class

member paid to replace the rifle's original connector-based trigger mechanism with the X-Mark Pro. 6  SA948.

In addition to these benefits made directly to class members, Remington further agreed to pay attorneys' fees and costs.
SA995. The attorneys' fee payment does not dilute the class members' recovery, as those will be paid in addition to the
class member benefits outlined above. SA993. The settlement also required Remington to pay the costs of notice and
settlement administration. SA953; SA1114.

Notice to Settlement class members was executed beginning in May 2015. The district court found that the notice plan
satisfied both Rule 23 and due process, SA333; SA320. The notice plan included: (1) publication of the short-form notice
in Parade Magazine, Athlon Sports, Field & Stream, Guns & Ammo, American Hunter, *8  and American Rifleman,
which have a collective circulation of over 36 million and which were targeted to reach Settlement class members; (2)
digital notice through a Facebook advertising campaign and internet banners; (3) 2,571 mailed direct notices to members
of Settlement Class B(2) whose names Remington had identified; (4) 699 poster-sized notices mailed to third-party
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gunsmiths to be displayed in their stores; (5) establishment of a settlement website, which included various settlement
documents, such as the long and short form notices, the Settlement Agreement and the claims forms; and (6) a joint
press release. SA888; see also SA1082-1086.

Plaintiffs and Remington moved for final approval of the Settlement after Class Notice in September 2015. A925. At

that time, 2,327 claims had been submitted. 7  A925. Also, only three objectors had filed objections. SA911. The district
court then scheduled the final approval hearing for December 8, 2015. SA335.

Prior to the hearing, however, the district court cancelled it and deferred consideration of the motion for final approval.
A151-52. Based on the reported *9  number of claims that had been filed under the settlement up to that point, the
district court directed the Parties to develop a supplemental notice plan that would be “effective and result in a more
significant response rate.” A151-52.

The Parties hired a mediator specifically to aid in negotiating the development and implementation of a supplemental
notice plan. SA889. The Parties also engaged a world renown expert in the design and administration of political and
commercial advertising campaigns. SA889. After six months of development, pre-implementation testing and further
refining, the Parties presented their supplemental notice plan to the district court in June 2016. SA508-590; see also A926.
The district court set a hearing for August 2, 2016. A15.

The day before that hearing, Objectors' purported notice expert, Todd Hilsee, filed a letter with the district court
critiquing the supplemental notice plan. A289-318; SA640-689. The hearing took place as scheduled the next day with
the district court receiving testimony from the Parties, their experts, and the mediator who provided additional details
concerning the development of the supplemental notice plan. A927; A153-211. On August 23, 2016, the district court
approved the proposed supplemental plan, directed the Parties to implement the supplemental notice plan, *10  set a

final approval hearing for February 14, 2017 8  and repeated its prior finding that the original notice plan satisfied both
Rule 23 and due process. SA690-694.

The supplemental notice plan included: (1) a social media campaign that was created using unique proprietary databases
and analytics; (2) a far-reaching radio campaign with advertisements played in 98% of U.S. markets; (3) a reminder,
direct notice via U.S. mail to members of Settlement Class B(2); (4) the dissemination of nearly one million emails and
93,000 postcards to all consumers for whom Remington could locate an e-mail or physical mailing address; and (5) the
distribution of informational posters for display at more than 11,000 third-party retail locations. A927; SA691-92.

The Parties' supplemental notice expert, Signal Interactive Media, LLC (“Signal”), using its own proprietary hunter-

sportsman consumer models and data developed in extensive past political and commercial advertising campaigns 9  -
including hunting permits, membership in relevant organizations, and stated affinities on social media--developed and
tested a Facebook advertising campaign *11  that consumers could click and be redirected to the Settlement Website to

file a claim. See SA552-555; SA558-569. 10  Informed by the results of the pre-testing, Signal proposed that the Facebook
advertising campaign should be expanded to the total universe of Facebook users identified pursuant to the hunter-
sportsman consumer model, overlaying individuals who self-identified as having an interest in topics relating to hunting
and Remington on social media--a campaign intended to reach 3.4 million potential class members. SA555 at ¶ 12;
SA568-569 at ¶¶ 47-49. The pre-testing Signal conducted provided clear empirical evidence that the use of such notice
was likely to result in an increased response rate when overlaid upon prior notice activities. SA552 at ¶ 2; SA568 ¶¶
47-48. The social media campaign was administered for four consecutive weeks, commencing on September 27, 2016,
and ended on October 25, 2016. SA903.

The Parties' radio outreach plan included a national radio media plan that included the country's top syndicated networks
and programs. SA553 at ¶ 6; SA569-573 at ¶¶ 50-58. The national radio media plan was designed to reach across the
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country during peak morning and evening drive times. SA569 at ¶ 50. The networks accounted for more than 2,000
individual radio stations across the country and *12  generated more than 61 million targeted impressions. Id. Specific
components of the plan included: (1) targeting key states/regions; (2) targeting key demographics; and (3) creating
a terrestrial network composed of (a) hunting and fishing radio programs, and (b) programs with strong sportsmen
audiences. SA569-570 at ¶¶ 51-53. In addition, the plan included custom digital streaming through iHeart radio, the
largest national radio group (formerly Clear Channel) with the most widely used mobile app for streaming radio stations
nationwide. SA570 at ¶ 54. When the notice ran online, it included a companion banner for consumers to click for more
information. SA570 at ¶ 55. After they clicked, they were redirected to the Settlement Website. Id.

Remington also analyzed all its data from various sources, 11  compiled a list of nearly one million email addresses and
93,000 physical addresses, and sent the court-approved direct notices to all such addresses in September 2016. SA860
at ¶¶ 8-9. The list compiled by Remington is admittedly overbroad, consisting of *13  individuals who may not own a
firearm covered by the Settlement (or may not own a firearm at all), but was intended to be as far-reaching as possible.
SA859-860 at ¶ 6. For all email bounce-backs to Remington, if a physical mailing address could be located, a postcard
notice was mailed. SA861 at ¶ 10. For all returned/undeliverable postcards, if a new mailing address could be located,
a new postcard was mailed. Id.

Finally, Remington created informational posters for display at approximately 11,000 retail locations. SA575 at ¶ 64.
The posters were disseminated just as recall notices are to help ensure that the poster was received and displayed. Id. The
language on the posters mirrored the language in the court-approved direct e-mail and postcard notices. Id.

The supplemental notice campaign was effective and resulted in a much more significant response rate. SA1250-1254 at
¶¶ 30-43. As of January 13, 2017, 19,425 claims had been submitted. SA1383-1384 at ¶ 6. This represents a more than 800%
increase over the number of claims submitted by August 14, 2015, after the initial notice campaign completed. Thus, while
the original Notice Plan fully satisfied due process and was an appropriate method of communicating the Settlement to
potential Settlement class members, the Parties undertook additional, far-reaching efforts to deliver supplemental notice
using state-of-the-art messaging, additional media and retail displays, and a significant amount of e-mail and physical
mailings. Indeed, the Parties are unaware of any other campaign in the context of a consumer product class *14  action
settlement that was as multi-faceted and far-reaching as this campaign. Members of the Settlement Classes have been,
and continue to be, repeatedly notified of the Settlement, which provides extraordinary relief for the Settlement class
members in a complex case that posed a great many obstacles to recovery.

F. Appellants' Objections and Settlement Final Approval

Upon approving the supplemental notice plan, the district court also reopened the period for objections. On November
18, 2016, Objectors Frost and Denney appeared for the first time in this case, submitting an objection accompanied by
a 302-page affidavit and exhibits from their purported notice expert, Mr. Hilsee. Plaintiffs and Remington addressed
the objection, SA837-870, and Objectors and Mr. Hilsee filed a 240-page reply. SA1402-1641. Certain state attorneys
general also belatedly filed an amicus brief opposing final settlement approval. A757-793; SA1673-1687.

The district court held a final approval hearing on February 14, 2017. The district court heard extensive argument,
including from counsel for Objectors and the Massachusetts' Attorney General, however, neither Objectors nor Mr.

Hilsee testified. 12

*15  On March 13, 2017, the district court issued its order granting final approval of the settlement. The district court's
order analyzed every aspect of the Settlement and responded in detail to every issue raised in the objections. The district
court found that the notice program was the best practicable as required under Rule 23(c)(2)(B), A941, and that the
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Settlement is fair, reasonable, and adequate under Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(e)(2). A923-962. In a thorough order, the district
court specifically addressed and overruled every objection raised by Objectors, finding:
• The Parties made reasonable efforts to identify potential class members.

• Objectors' and Amici's suggested methods of identifying class members were unreasonable.

• Direct notification to class members through electronic mail and U.S. mail when an email address was not available
was reasonable.

• Given that nearly 85% of rifle owners have access to the internet at home, and a vast majority of those individuals have
used the internet in the last thirty days, notice via the internet in the form of banner advertisements (combined with all
the other methods of notifying potential class members) was another reasonable component of the notice plan.

*16  • Given the popularity of social media in the United States, the use of targeted social media to notify class members
was another reasonable component of the notice plan, especially when combined with all the other forms of notice that
were used.

• When comparing the notice effectuated in this matter to notice disseminated in similar cases, the reach of this matter's
notice plan was more significant.

• The components of the notice plan were each reasonable methods of communicating with potential class members and
the various components combined represent the best notice practicable under Rule 23(c)(2)(B).

• The claims rate does not dictate whether the notice provided was the best notice practicable under the circumstances
and does not govern whether the Settlement is fair, reasonable and adequate.

• There is no requirement, certainly in the context of a compromised settlement of a class action, that a defendant admit
liability in the notice to class members.

• Because Remington bears responsibility if a retrofit is handled improperly, Remington should not be forced to have
untrained gunsmiths perform retrofits.

*17  • Relief in the form of a voucher was adequate for the relatively few owners of the decades-old models.

• The claims process is not complex or complicated and the claims period is not short or confusing.

Finally, and contrary to Objectors' suggestion, the district court viewed the Settlement as a reasonable compromise that
would provide important safety benefits to innumerable individuals who would otherwise not be entitled to them:

[A] firearm retrofitted with a new trigger--a trigger that Plaintiffs agree is far superior and not
defective--is a benefit that cannot be quantified. That is, by replacing the triggers on the firearms that
can be retrofitted, lives will be saved, injuries will be prevented, and property damage will be avoided.
Fixing allegedly defective firearms is the ultimate benefit in this class action, and it is a benefit which
cannot be quantified. Without approving this class action, these firearms would not be retrofitted.

A952-53. Accordingly, the Parties' joint motion for final approval was granted, and this Appeal followed. This Settlement
is a model of what a properly supervised process can deliver in terms of substantial and immediate benefits to the class
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and the public, while avoiding the risks and delays associated with further litigation. As such, this Court should affirm
the district court's final approval in all respects.

*18  SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT

Despite multiple hearings, two rounds of notice, two separate objection periods, nearly no objections and a forty-page
opinion by the district court, two objectors have appealed a class settlement and certification that offers a free retrofit
of approximately 92 per cent of nearly 7,500,000 defective firearms, including all affected firearms manufactured since
1982. These same two objectors, supported by a small group of Attorneys General, skim over the notice provided and
benefits offered. Instead, they suggest perceived faults in the notice program and concentrate on the more limited benefits
offered to roughly 8 percent of the Class, whose firearms are 35 to nearly 70 years old.

In criticizing the Order approving the Settlement and certifying the Class, the Objectors fail to acknowledge the level of
scrutiny the district court applied both to the approved notice and the benefits afforded the class as a whole. Instead,
the Objectors claim the notice provided was inadequate and the Settlement unfair because they believe that better notice
and additional benefits could theoretically have been provided, evidenced they claim by a relatively small number of
claims at the time of the final approval hearing. The district court considered and rejected Objectors' contentions on
notice, benefits and claims rate and gave detailed reasons for doing so, including the wide spectrum of forms of notice
used, and the fact that this Settlement offers a retrofit to nearly all the affected firearms, notwithstanding *19  the
significant hurdles Plaintiffs would face if they continued to litigate these cases. None of this second-guessing comes close
to demonstrating an abuse of discretion by the district court in determining that under the totality of the circumstances,
the notice the parties provided was the best practicable under the circumstances and that the settlement provided fair
reasonable and adequate relief to the Class.

*20  ARGUMENT

I. Standard of Review

The Eighth Circuit applies an abuse of discretion standard for a district court's approval of a class settlement including
a determination that the notice is the best practicable pursuant to Rule 23. Marshall v. Nat'l Football League, 787 F.3d
502, 508 (8th Cir. 2015), cert. denied, 136 S. Ct. 1166, 194 L. Ed. 2d 177 (2016); Grunin v. Int'l House of Pancakes, 513
F.2d 114, 123 (8th Cir.1975). “[T]he mechanics of the notice process are left to the discretion of the court subject only to
the broad ‘reasonableness standards imposed by due process.’ ” Grunin, 513 F.2d at 121.

“A settlement agreement is ‘presumptively valid.” In re Uponor, Inc., F1807 Plumbing Fittings Prods. Litig., 716 F.3d
1057, 1063 (8th Cir. 2013) (quoting Little Rock Sch. Dist. v. Pulaski Cnty. Special Sch. Dist. No. 1, 921 F.2d 1371, 1391
(8th Cir.1990)). “Only upon the clear showing that the district court abused its discretion will this court intervene to set
aside a judicially approved class action settlement.” Reynolds v. Nat'l Football League, 584 F.2d 280, 283 (8th Cir.1978).
The reason for such a deferential view is because the district judge “is exposed to the litigants, and their strategies,
positions and proofs. [The judge] is aware of the expense and possible legal bars to success. Simply stated, [the judge]
is on the firing line and can evaluate the action accordingly.” Van Horn v. Trickey, 840 F.2d 604, 606-07 (8th Cir.1988)
(quoting Grunin, 513 F.2d at 123).

*21  II. The District Court Properly Exercised Its Discretion In Finding That Notice Was Reasonable
And The Best Practicable Under The Circumstances, Satisfying Rule 23 And Due Process.
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Pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23(c)(2)(B), the district court “must direct to class members the best notice
that is practicable under the circumstances, including individual notice to all class members who can be identified through
reasonable effort” for all classes certified under Rule 23(b)(3).

Rule 23 and due process do not require perfect notice or actual notice to reach every class member but rather “the best
notice that is practicable under the circumstances....” Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(c) (2) (B). Each class member need not receive
the actual notice for the due process standard to be met, “so long as class counsel acted reasonably in selecting means
likely to inform persons affected.” In re Prudential Sec. Inc. Ltd. P'ships Litig., 164 F.R.D. 362, 368 (S.D.N.Y. 1996); see
also, In re Wireless Tel. Fed. Cost Recovery Fees Litig., No. 4:03-MD-015, 2004 WL 3671053, at *8-9 (W.D. Mo. Apr.
20, 2004) (“There is no one ‘right way’ to provide notice as contemplated under Rule 23(e).”). “Notice of a settlement
need only be as directed by the district court...and reasonable enough to satisfy due process.” DeBoer v. Mellon Mortg.
Co., 64 F.3d 1171, at 1176 (8th Cir. 1995). “[T]he mechanics of the notice process are left to the discretion of the district
court subject only to the broad ‘reasonableness standards imposed by due process.” *22  Grunin, 513 F.2d 114 at 121
(8th Cir.1975); see also Allen v. Similasan, 2017 WL 1346404 (S.D. Cal. Apr. 12, 2017) (quoting Grunin, 513 F.2d at 121).

A. Plaintiffs And Remington Engaged In Reasonable Efforts To
Identify Potential Class Members To Receive Individual Notice.

In addition to requiring “the best notice practicable under the circumstances,” Rule 23 requires individual notice to all
class members who can be ascertained “through reasonable effort.” What is “practicable” and constitutes a “reasonable
effort” must be determined on a case-by-case basis. See § 1786 Notice in Class Actions--due process requirements, 7AA
Fed. Prac. & Proc. Civ. § 1786 (3d ed.); West Virginia v. Chas. Pfizer & Co., 440 F.2d 1079, 1090 (2d Cir. 1971); Minter
v. Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., 283 F.R.D. 268, 275 (D. Md. 2012); In re “Agent Orange” Prod. Liab. Litig., 100 F.R.D.
718, 729 (E.D.N.Y. 1983).

Federal courts throughout the country have consistently struck the balance between protecting the rights of absent
class members and making Rule 23 workable and found that when the names and addresses of class members are not
accessible from existing records readily available to the parties, individual notice is only required where identification is
possible through reasonable efforts, and other supplemental forms of notice such as publication notice, internet notice,
and posting notice in places likely to be frequented by class members are appropriate and meet the requirements Rule
23 and due process. See Carter v. Forjas Taurus, No. 1:13-cv-24583, 2016 WL 3982489, at *6 & n. 12 (S.D. Fla. July 22,
2016), aff'd, *23  No. 16-15277, 2017 WL 2813844 (11th Cir. June 29, 2017) (not practical to require a gun manufacturer

to piece together contact information from third party sources to send direct notice); 13  In re Domestic Air Transp.
Antitrust Litig., 141 F.R.D. 534 (N.D. Ga. 1992); In re Compact Disc Minimum Advertised Price Antitrust Litig., 216
F.R.D. 197 (D. Maine 2003); Lucas v. K-Mart, 234 F.R.D. 688, 696 (D. Col. 2006) (individual notice was not required
when there was “no readily accessible list of potential class members of the class or subclass”) (citing Sollenbarger v.
Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co., 121 F.R.D. 417, 437 (D.N.M. 1988) and Moore's Federal Practice 3d
§ 23.103[2][b], at 23-390); Burns v. Elrod, 757 F.2d 151, 154 (7th Cir. 1985) (“Rule 23 does not require defendants to
exhaust every conceivable method of identification”); *24  In re Tableware Antitrust Litig., 484 F.Supp.2d 1078, 1080
(N.D. Cal. 2007); In re Heartland Payment Systems, Inc. Customer Data Breach Litig., 851 F.Supp.2d 1040, 1060-1061
(S.D. Tex. 2012) (Relying on the Affidavit of Cameron Azari of the Hilsee Group, and finding individual notice could
not be provided through reasonable efforts because defendant did not have the names and addresses of identifiable class
members and could not reasonably request this information for accounts from issuer banks.); In re Imprelis Herbicide
Mktg., Sales Practices and Prods. Liab. Litig., 296 F.R.D. 351, 363-364 (E.D. Pa. 2013) (finding Katherine Kinsella's
notice plan, which included individual notice only to individuals who had previously submitted claims to defendant
sufficient to meet the requirements of Rule 23 and due process); Hughes v. Kore of Indiana Enter., Inc., 731 F.3d 672,
676-77 (7th Cir. 2013) (notice by publication adequate where individual class members could not be identified with
reasonable effort); Poertner v. Gillette Co., 618 F. App'x 624, 630 (11th Cir. 2015); In re Serzone Prods. Liab. Litig., 231
F.R.D. 221, 231-236 (S.D. W.Va. 2005).
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Here, Remington does not sell to the public or directly to individuals, does not possess a customer list with contact
information, and its communications with firearm owners are limited to those individuals who submit warranty cards,
have a firearm repaired by Remington or an authorized Remington repair facility, sign up to receive email notifications
from Remington, or who have communicated with Remington's customer service line. A936. Other than the firearms
indicated on *25  warranty cards or on repair documents, Remington does not know what firearm is owned by the
individual. A936-937. This is hardly an unusual situation. The Manual for Complex Litigation recognizes that problems
with identifying class members to provide individual notice is frequently encountered in consumer class actions, where
sales records might be lost, incomplete, or unreliable, making identification and notification of individual class members
difficult. See Manual for Complex Litigation (Fourth) § 21.311 at 291-291 (“a program to publish notice is especially
useful in such cases. The published notice should give class members access to more detailed and ongoing information
by providing telephone numbers and Internet addresses.”).

Implicitly recognizing that there is no national database or registry of firearm purchasers or owners, Objectors argue that
the district court should have required the Parties to ask each state to produce the names and addresses of all gun owners

either registered in their state or licensed to hunt and subpoena gun registration information from individual retailers 14

and the mailing list from the National Rifle *26  Association. 15  Each one of these methods, however, was considered
and rejected by the district court as unreasonable even if the information was obtainable, which was never demonstrated,
because, inter alia, information from these third parties would not be targeted to class members, as it would include all
purchasers of all types of firearms rather than current owners of the Remington firearms at issue, and Objectors did not
set forth the costs of obtaining the records or the risks and legal obstacles the Parties would encounter, including whether
the Parties would have to separately file suit in each state to obtain the records or whether an individual or retailer could
prevent the dissemination of the information. A937.

Contrary to Objectors' position, Eisen v. Carlisle & Jacquelin, 417 U.S. 156 (1974) does not require individual notice to
be directed to all class members that could be identifiable through extraordinary, impractical, or overbroad searches of
all possible third-party information not readily available to the parties, regardless of whether that information would
identify the name and address of the class member. In Eisen, the 2,225,000 persons on the computer lists were known to
be members of the plaintiff class. See In re Domestic Air, 141 F.R.D. at 546 (Eisen represents “classic case” for individual
notice where “records kept by defendants indisputably contained the names and addresses of the universe of class
members.”). Eisen *27  requires only that individual notice be sent to class members with mailing addresses that can be
reasonably identified--precisely what was done here, where individual notice by U.S. mail was sent to all identified class
members using Remington's records. SA601; SA860. Objectors are mistaken that Rule 23 and due process requires more.
Even the notice plan in In re Serzone, 231 F.R.D. at 231-236, designed by Objectors' own notice expert, Todd Hilsee,
does not recommend subpoenaing third party sales records in an effort to discover potential class members. In fact, none
of the cases relied on by Objectors has held that parties are required to subpoena records from uninvolved third parties
that have no readily available, targeted lists of identifiable class members, let alone, for the goal of obtaining tens of
millions of names and addresses, most of whom are not class members.

B. The Components Of The Notice Plan Were Each Reasonable Methods Of Communicating Notice
Of The Settlement To Class Members And The Various Components, Combined, Represent The Best

Practicable Notice, As Required By Rule 23(C)(2)(B) Of The Federal Ruled Of Civil Procedure.

The initial notice plan included direct notice by U.S. mail to all class members identifiable from Remington's records;
publication notice in Parade, Athlon, Field & Stream, Guns & Ammo, American Hunter, and American Rifleman; internet
banner notice comprised of a 4-week campaign targeted contextually, behaviorally and by keyword; a joint informational
press release containing a toll-free number, *28  Settlement Website address and other pertinent information, distributed
to national press outlets, websites, forums and blogs with information and news offerings; and a poster-sized notice
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sent to gunsmiths known to have retrofitted Walker trigger mechanisms with XMP trigger mechanisms for members of
Settlement Class B-2, with the instruction to display the poster-sized notice in their stores. SA888. The initial notice plan,
as a whole, delivered an approximate reach percentage of 73.7% with an average frequency of 2.96 times each. SA1748.
Notice plans such as this are routinely found to satisfy Rule 23 and due process. See, Perry v. Fleetbottom Financial
Corp., 229 F.R.D. 105, 113 (E.D. Pa. 2005); In re Heartland Payment Sys., Inc., 851 F.Supp.2d at 1060-1061; Bezdek v.
Vibram USA, Inc., 79 F.Supp.3d 324, 334 (D. Mass. 2015); In re CertainTeed Corp. Roofing Shingle Prods. Liab. Litig.,
269 F.R.D. 468, 477, 482 (E.D. Pa. 2010); DeHoyos v. Allstate Corp., 240 F.R.D. 269, 278, 280 (W.D. Tex. 2007); In
re Lupron Mktg. & Sales Practices Litig., 228 F.R.D. 75, 85, 88 (D. Mass. 2005); Varcallo v. Mass. Mut. Life Ins. Co.,
226 F.R.D. 207, 226, 229 (D.N.J. 2005). And, in many cases, courts have approved publication notice based on evidence
that the chosen publications target class members. See, e.g., Gallucci v. Gonzales, 603 Fed.Appx. 533, 535-536 (9th Cir.
2015) (unpublished); In re Motorsports Merchandise Antitrust Lit., 112 F.Supp.2d 1329, 1332 (N.D. Ga. 2000) (noting
an expert “designed a profile of class-member demographics and media consumption habits so that dissemination of
the Summary *29  Notice would target the largest number of class members”); Carlough v. Amchem Prods., Inc., 158
F.R.D. 314, 321-322 (E.D. Pa. 1993); In re Domestic Air Transp. Antitrust Litig., 141 F.R.D. at 551. In line with these
other cases, the district court determined that the initial notice plan satisfied Rule 23 and due process. A936.

Going beyond what is required by Rule 23 and due process, the district court ordered a supplemental notice plan to
complement the initial notice plan in an effort to increase participation. SA690-694. Individual notice by U.S. mail was
not only re-sent to all class members that were identifiable from Remington's records, but was also sent to individuals who
Remington had a name and only a postal address for (regardless of why or how Remington had that information) and to
those individuals who Remington had a name, address and email, if the email was returned as undeliverable. SA860-861.
Individual notice was also sent by email to all individuals for whom Remington has a name and email address, again,
regardless of why or how Remington had that information. SA859-860.

Sending additional direct notice was not the only valuable complement to the initial notice program. The supplemental
notice plan targeted and bombarded class members over the radio, on social media, and at the places they would likely
frequent. SA1243. Court-approved radio advertisements were broadcast over a *30  national radio network, a custom

radio network, and the internet. 16  The National radio network component, alone, covered 98.2% of the United States
geographically, with more than 13,000 sixty-second radio spots run on 3,296 radio stations that specifically targeted
potential class members at peak listening times of the day. SA1245 at ¶19. The add-on digital streaming radio component
utilized the most widely used mobile app for streaming radio stations nationwide via mobile phone, tablet, or personal
computer and was run in tandem with a companion banner advertisement displayed on the listeners' devices, allowing
listeners to click the ad and be immediately redirected to the settlement website. SA1247 at ¶24. The social networking

media component was tested (rarely, if ever, a part of developing a notice plan) 17  before being submitted for the district
court's approval and were specifically designed to reach the target audience of potential class members. SA889-890.
Even further, Remington used its distribution chains to send poster-sized short form notices to the roughly 11,000 U.S.
retailers of Remington rifles, with the instruction to display the notice in their stores for the duration of the claims filing
period, essentially acting as a magnet to draw the attention of class members because class  *31  members--who have

the guns and are planning on using them--all have one thing in common, they need to buy ammo. 18

The district court considered inter alia Appellees' initial expert notice provider's opinion that the notice reached 73.7 %
of the class members, Appellees' supplemental notice provider's expert opinion that the supplemental notice campaign
did in fact build awareness of the settlement, increase response rates, and increase the number of claims in the settlement,
and Objectors' expert's belief that that the reach was far less and that the precise number of the firearms still in circulation
and class members is unknown. A941. The district court recognized that Rule 23(c)(2)(B), which requires the best notice
practicable under the circumstances, does not discuss the reach of the notice or any reach requirement that must be met.
A941. As such, and as discussed in Section I, supra, the mechanics of the notice and what constitutes the best notice
practicable under the circumstances of the case are left to the sound discretion of the district court. In exercising its
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discretion, the district court carefully scrutinized the notice plans, and considered and rejected all of the arguments raised
by Objectors and their expert Todd Hilsee, including the argument that “bots” and not humans could be clicking on the
banner ads. A933; *32  A941-942; A944. The district court also compared the notice plans in this matter to the notice
plans in two other cases involving firearms alleged to fire without a trigger pull, namely Carter and Garza v. Sporting
Goods Props., Inc., et al., No. Civ. A. SA-93CA-109, 1996 WL 56247 (W.D. Tex. Feb. 6, 1996), which Objectors claim

utilized superior notice plans. 19  See Corrected Appellant Br. at 25; 31; A942.

As such, the district court hardly failed to consider all the evidence and arguments put before it by Objectors and
appropriately exercised its discretion in finding that the notice was the best practicable under the circumstances and met

due process. 20

Objectors' attacks on the incorporation of banner advertisements as only providing notice “to those who click it” are
uninformed and inaccurate. Mailed notice only provides notice to recipients who choose to open and read the mail; (2)
email notice only provides notice to the recipient who chooses to open and read the email; (3) publication notice only
provides notice to readers who stop and read the *33  notice; (4) radio broadcasts only provide notice to listeners who
listen and comprehend the message and call to receive the notice by mail and open and read the notice when it arrives
OR go to the case website and download and read it, and (5) television broadcasts only provide notice to viewers who
watch/listen to commercials during the program break and call to receive the notice by mail and open and read the notice
when it arrives OR go to the case website and download and read it. See SA648 (citing Czuchaj v Conair Corporation,
13-cv-01901-BEN-RBB (S.D. Cal.), “Declaration of Daniel Burke,” Docket Entry 208-2 (Feb. 12, 2016) (responding to
another objection to a notice plan brought by Objectors' notice expert)).

Notwithstanding the overbreadth of both notice campaigns, Objectors still contend that the Parties failed to utilize
physical mailed notice to the fullest extent required to satisfy due process. The record, however, reflects otherwise.
Remington twice sent a physical mailing to the only targeted list of potential class members it had in its possession, and
sent nearly one million emails and 93,000 postcards to an overbroad, non-targeted list containing contact information
for both settlement class members and non-class members. Indeed, Remington has gone far beyond the notice efforts
approved in Carter, where no direct communications were sent, even though the firearms manufacturer in that case likely
had similar records to what Remington has here. Objectors' insistence that individual notice to everyone Remington had
*34  information for within its multiple databases, regardless of whether they could be identified as a class member, must

have been made by U.S. mail ignores the reality that in the age of electronic communications, the world-wide-web offers
an increasingly important method of communication that cannot be ignored. See, Mirfasihi v. Fleet Mortgage Corp.,
356 F.3d 781, 786 (7th Cir. 2004); see also Robert H. Klonoff, Mark Herrmann & Bradley W. Harrison, Making Class
Actions Work: The Untapped Potential of the Internet, 69 U. Pitt. L. Rev. 727, 731-33 (2008) (“the internet has become
entrenched in the American way of life and provides a mechanism through with absent class members' right to participate
meaningfully in class action litigation can be realized”); Elizabeth M.C. Scheibel, #Rule23#Classaction#Notice: Using
Social Media, Text Messaging, and Other New Communications Technology for Class Action Notice and Returning to Rule
23(c)(2)(B)'s “Best Notice Practicable” Standard, 42 Mitchell Hamline L. Rev. 1348 (2016).

Neither Mullane v. Cent. Hanover Bank & Trust Co., 339 U.S. 306 (1950), Schroeder v. City of New York, 371 U.S.
208 (1962), nor Eisen require individual notice by U.S. mail to all the individuals who received direct notice under the
supplemental notice campaign, regardless of whether they could be identified as a class member or not. Aside from
the fact that all three of these cases were decided decades before electronic mail was first introduced, let alone more

popular than *35  traditional mail, 21  and the fact that individual notice by U.S. mail was sent to all addresses identified
as belonging to class members, notice by electronic mail is a constitutionally adequate means of disseminating notice.
Recognizing that technology has changed the ways in which society now communicates, the Rule 23 Subcommittee
to the Federal Advisory Committee on Civil Rules has proposed amendments to Rule 23(c)(2)(B) that allow for
providing notice by the “most appropriate means” and explicitly recognize that such means may be electronic. Proposed
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Amendments to the Federal Rules of Appellate, Bankruptcy, Civil, and Criminal Procedure, at pgs. 211-220. 22  The
drafters specifically recognize that Rule 23 does not currently “specify any particular means as preferred” to satisfy the
“best notice practicable” standard. They also recognize that “other forms of communication” beyond first class mail
now “may be more reliable and important to many.” Id. The Rule 23 subcommittee recently commented in their note
approving the proposed changes to Rule 23 that:

“Since Eisen v. Carlisle & Jacquelin, 417 U.S. 156 (1974), interpreted the individual notice requirement for class members
in Rule 23(b)(3) *36  class actions, many courts have read the rule to require notice by first class mail in every case. But
technological change since 1974 has introduced other means of communication that may sometimes provide a reliable
additional or alternative method for giving notice. Although first class mail may often be the preferred primary method
of giving notice, courts and counsel have begun to employ new technology to make notice more effective. Because there
is no reason to expect that technological change will cease, when selecting a method or methods of giving notice courts
should consider the capacity and limits of current technology, including class members' likely access to such technology.”

Id. at 108. This recognition is in line with the state-of-the-art method and digital approach implemented here by Signal.
See SA688 at ¶ 22.

Moreover, the cases cited by Objectors in which physical mailing notice instead of email notice was required by the court,
the defendant had in its possession targeted lists of identified class members with contact information. See Karvaly v.
eBay, Inc., 245 F.R.D. 71, 91 (E.D.N.Y. 2007) (physical mail notice required because defendant admitted it had “an easily
accessible list of the names and address of its individual account holders. . . .”); Sharma v. Burberry Ltd., 52 F.Supp.3d
443, 463 (E.D.N.Y. 2014) (wage and hour collective action in which defendant necessarily had class members' contact
information because they were defendant's employees); Reab v. Elec. Arts, Inc., 214 F.R.D. 623, 630 (D. Colo. 2002)
(same). If Objectors' arguments were valid, Remington would have been required to send more than one million physical
mailings to a non-targeted list of consumers, some of whom own the product at issue and some of whom do not. To
implement such a *37  requirement would obliterate the Rule 23 standards that (1) notice only needs to be the “best
practicable” under the circumstances, and (2) individual notice need only be sent to class members who can be identified
through “reasonable effort.” Rule 23(c)(2)(B) (emphasis added).

Finally, absent from Objectors' briefing, is recognition that the earned media 23  in this case was unprecedented, providing
additional notice to class members. Although not formally part of a notice plan, this Court has recognized earned media
as part of its analysis of whether a class received adequate notice. See, White v. Nat'l Football League, 41 F.3d 402, 408-409
(8th Cir. 1994); see also, Bezdek, 79 F.Supp.3d at 336. Moreover, the impact of the earned media was demonstrable in
at least two respects. First, when a CNBC story ran in December 2015, the Settlement Website traffic that month was
twice as high as a typical month. A828-829; SA841-842; SA1085 at ¶20; SA1251 at ¶ 33. Second, a substantial number
of potential class members continued to submit claims during an interim period from August 15, 2015 and September
18, 2016, when no paid media was administered (with the exception of Signal's pre-program testing noted supra). See
SA1251.

Given the extensive notice provided in both notice campaigns and the unprecedented amount of earned media, the
district court correctly concluded that *38  the methods of communicating with potential class members was reasonable.
Likewise, the various components represent the best notice practicable and the court's approval of same was neither
clearly erroneous nor an abuse of discretion.

C. The Claims Rate Does Not Dictate Whether The Notice Provided Was
The Best Practicable Under The Facts And Circumstances Of The Case.
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As stated above, due process does not require perfect or actual notice, but the best notice that is practicable under
the circumstances. Given this standard, when assessing the adequacy of notice, courts focus on the fact that the notice

reached class members and not on claims rates. See, e.g., In re Serzone, 231 F.R.D. at 236. 24  For example, in In re
Packaged Ice Antitrust Litig., No. 08-MDL-01952, 2011 WL 6209188, at *1, 14 (E.D. Mich. Dec. 13, 2011), the district
court held that notice was adequate even though only 1% of the class members receiving the notice filed claims. The court
noted that claims rates are “frequently less than 5%” and that the response rate “should not be given great significance”
in light of the number of factors which affect such rates. That sentiment has been echoed by courts nationwide. See,
e.g., Date v. Sony Elec. Inc., No. 07-CV-15474, 2013 WL 3945981, at *10 (E.D. Mich. July 31, 2013); 3 Alba Conte &
Herbert Newberg, Newberg on Class Actions § 8.45 (4th ed. 2002) (“Claims response levels will tend to vary with the
circumstances, types of class notices employed, and size of individual claims *39  involved in each case.”); see also In
re Online DVD-Rental Antitrust Litig., 779 F.3d 934, 941, 944-45 (9th Cir. 2015); Poertner, 618 Fed. App'x at 625-26;
Saccoccio v. J.P. Morgan Chase, N.A., 297 F.R.D. 683, 696 (S.D. Fla. 2014); Perez v. Asurion Corp., 501 F. Supp. 2d
1360, 1377-78 (S.D. Fla. 2007); Eastwood v. S. Farm Bureau Cas. Ins. Co., No. 3:11-cv-03075, 2014 WL 4987421, at *4
(W.D. Ark. Oct. 7, 2014); LaGarde v. Support.com, Inc., No. 12-609 JSC, 2013 WL 1283325, at *2, 6 (N.D. Cal. Mar.
25, 2013); Fraley v. Facebook, Inc., 966 F. Supp. 2d 939, 941 (N.D. Cal. 2013); In re Apple iPhone 4 Prods. Liab. Litig.,
No. 10-2188, 2012 WL 3283432, at *2 (N.D. Cal. Aug. 10, 2012); Lane v. Page, 862 F. Supp. 2d 1182, 1246 (D.N.M.
2012); DeHoyos, 240 F.R.D. at 302. Moreover, as the district court properly noted, many other courts have approved
class action settlements when the claims rate was in the single digits, and often before claims are received or before the
claims deadline, as is the case here. A944-945 (citing cases).

This Court just recently stated that a rate as low as 3 percent is hardly unusual in class actions and does not suggest
unfairness.” Keil v. Lopez, 862 F.3d 685, 697 (2017) (citing Sullivan v. D.B. Invs., Inc., 667 F.3d 273, 329 n.60 (3d Cir.
2011) (citing evidence suggesting that “consumer claim filing rates rarely exceed seven percent, even with the most
extensive notice campaigns”) and Perez, 501 F.Supp.2d at 1377-78, 1384 (approving settlement where 118,663 out of
approximately 10.3 million class members submitted claims, for a claims rate of approximately 1.2 *40  percent)).
Myriad decisions nationwide demonstrate that consumer class action settlements typically generate modest claims rates.
See, e.g., In re Apple iPhone 4 Prods. Liab. Litig., 2012 WL 3283432, at *2 (0.16%-0.28%); LaGarde, 2013 WL 1283325,
at *2, 6 (0.17%); Fraley, 966 F. Supp. 2d at 941 (0.4%); Poertner, 618 Fed. App'x at 625-26 (0.76%); In re Packaged Ice,
2011 WL 6209188, at *1, 14 (1%).

Courts recognize that there are a number of potential reasons that impact the claims rate in a particular case that have
nothing to do with the notice or settlement benefits. See, e.g., Lane, 862 F. Supp. 2d at 1246 (observing that class members
who did not participate may be uninterested in participating “for unknown reasons,” and recognizing that there are
“many emotional factors at play”); In re Packaged Ice, 2011 WL 6209188, at *14 (noting “many factors affect response
rates”). Here, the district court was confronted with, and recognized that, there were a number of reasons potentially
contributing to the low amount of claims, including that some class members are suspicious of government intrusion on
their right to bear arms. Such class members may be reluctant to file claims, especially if they have not experienced issues
with their triggers as alleged by Plaintiffs or are otherwise satisfied with their firearms. See A943-944; A337-338; A862.

Recognizing the benefits of the Settlement, the method, content and reach of the notice, the potential ‘unknowns'
affecting the claims rate, and that a claims rate  *41  is not an explicit requirement under Rule 23; the district court's
finding that the notice was the best practicable under the circumstances was a proper exercise of its discretion. A923.

D. The Content And Form Of The Notice Satisfied Rule 23.

The district court determined that the Notice clearly (in plain language) and concisely informed the Class Members of all
the information as required in Rule 23(c)(3) including: the nature of the action, the nature of the Settlement benefits, the
class definitions, the right to be excluded from the class, the right to object to the terms of the Settlement, the time and
manner for requesting exclusion, the time and manner for objecting to the Settlement, the binding effect of the Settlement
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if exclusion is not requested and other information pertaining to the Settlement and Class Members' rights under the
Settlement. A69-72 (Notice of Settlement); SA116-127 (Long Form Notice); SA129 (Short Form Notice); SA131 (Direct
Notice); SA133-134 (CAFA Notice); A923-967 (district court's order). Nothing more is required to meet due process.
See, Petrovic, 200 F.3d 1140, 1153 (8th Cir. 1999) (quoting Mullane, 339 U.S. at 314); see also, In re. Nat. Football League
Players' Concussion Injury Litig., 307 F.R.D. 351 (E.D. Pa. 2015).

Objectors speculate without any evidentiary support that that the lack of admission of a defect is deterring participation
in the settlement. This assertion continues to ignore the fact that this is not a product safety recall, but rather a *42
compromised settlement of a class action wherein Remington disputed and still disputes to this day that the firearms
are not defective and unsafe. Indeed, absent a product safety recall, class notices typically do not contain an admission
of defect or liability--rather, as here, they present the plaintiffs' allegations and the defendant's position in response.
SA847. Even the court in Carter found that an admission of wrongdoing by the defendant is not required for settlement

approval. 25  See, A945-946. Here, the long-form and short form notice approved by the district court contained sufficient
information that would allow a reasonable person to make an informed decision. The notice clearly states Plaintiffs'
position, that Remington rifles with connector-based trigger mechanisms are defective and unreasonably dangerous,
along with Remington's denial of same. As informing class members of the parties' respective positions is hardly
misleading, the district court did not abuse its discretion in determining that the notice contained sufficient information
to meet the requirements of due process and Rule 23. See, In re Nissan Motor Corp. Antitrust Litig., 552 F.2d 1088,
1104-05 (5th Cir.1977) (noting notice need not “[be] perfectly correct in its form,” and instead that “[t]he standard [] is
that the notice ... must *43  contain information that a reasonable person would consider to be material in making an
informed, intelligent decision” about whether to opt out).

As a final point, Objectors' argument with respect to the banner advertisements and pop-up notices ignores the function
and purpose of these communications mediums. As demonstrated at the final approval hearing, the banner ads and
pop-up notices provide potential class members with notice that they may be involved in a class action and advise
potential class members that they may have rights. A911-913. Class members who choose to click on a notice are then
directed to the Settlement Website where they can then view the complete terms of the Settlement and long-form notice.
This media component was specifically designed to not only identify and reach potential class members, but to bring

them to the Settlement Website and increase participation. 26  At the second preliminary approval hearing, the Parties
presented the district court with empirical evidence, compiled by testing, that the chosen banner advertisements and pop-
up advertisements would reach the target audience and get them to click through to the settlement website to make a
claim--precisely the court's goal in directing a supplemental notice plan. *44  Clearly, the district court's determination
that this form of notice was reasonable was well within the court's discretion, especially given that this form of notice
was only supplemental to other forms of notice to reach the greatest number of class members, under the circumstances.

III. The Settlement Provides Adequate Relief To The Class.

Objectors Frost and Denny and Attorneys General gloss over advantages of this Settlement and ignore the challenges
going forward, and at the same time, both groups treat certain allegations as established fact. In essence, Objectors
and Attorneys General attempt to hold the district court, class counsel and Remington to a standard of what they see
as the best possible outcome. That is not the standard in the Eighth Circuit. With class settlements, the district court
“must consider whether it is fair, reasonable and adequate.” DeBoer, 64 F.3d at 1176 (citing Van Horn, 840 F.2d at
606). To make the determination, the district court must consider four factors: “(1) the merits of the plaintiff's case
weighed against the terms of the settlement, (2) the defendant's financial condition, (3) the complexity and expense of
further litigation, and (4) the amount of opposition to the settlement.” Id. (internal citations omitted). Furthermore,
“[a] settlement agreement is presumptively valid.” Marshall, 787 F.3d at 508 (internal citations and quotations omitted).
Given the “limited scope of review,” the Court of Appeals inquires “whether the District Court considered all relevant
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factors, whether it was significantly influenced by an irrelevant factor, and *45  whether in weighing the factors it
committed a clear error of judgment.” Id. (internal citations omitted).

The Objectors and Attorneys General fail to consider this standard that the district court did in fact follow. See A950-954.
A careful review of the cases the Objectors cite on fairness of the relief shows they are readily distinguishable from the
facts at hand. As for the Attorneys General, the rose-colored lenses through which they analyze Plaintiffs' claims is
separated from both reality and common sense. Their respective arguments that a better result could have been achieved
are both factually questionable and the wrong standard on review.

A. The Settlement Benefits Are Adequate.

Objectors and Attorneys General are both guilty of Monday morning quarterbacking the district court's Order that the
Settlement benefits are adequate. They incorrectly claim that the district court should have considered the theoretical
possibility to a better recovery. But a determination of “the range of reasonableness of the settlement fund in light of
the best possible recovery...is not a required finding” in the Eighth Circuit. Marshall, 787 F.3d at 517 (internal citations
and quotations omitted); see also Man. for Complex Litig., (Fourth) § 21.61 (quoting Hanlon v. Chrysler Corp., 150 F.3d
1011, 1027 (9th Cir. 1998) (“[T]hat a better deal for class members is imaginable does not mean that such a deal would
have been  *46  attainable in these negotiations, or that the deal that was actually obtained is not within the range of
reasonable outcomes.”). Rather, the “required level of detail” of value of the class is left “to the sound discretion of the
district court.” Marshall, 787 F.3d at 517. This is especially true “where the damages are not easily calculable, are highly
speculative, and are heavily dependent on expert opinions.” (rejecting approach in the Seventh Circuit to determine high,
medium, low and zero outcomes). Id. An objector's belief that “compromise was unnecessary because he would have
prevailed at trial” does not mean that he settlement was unfair or inadequate. Prof. Firefighters Ass'n of Omaha, Local
385 v. Zalewski, 678 F.3d 640, 649 (8th Cir. 2012) (affirming order approving settlement and certifying class even though
objectors “did not get as much as they believed they could.” Id.).

Attorneys General cite the Supreme Court's decision in Amchem Prods., Inc. v. Windsor, 521 U.S. 591 (1997) for their
argument that the district court failed to consider that certain states' laws might be better than others. As an initial matter,

this argument is not properly before the Court. 27  Regardless, Amchem has no bearing in this case. There, the Supreme
Court noted that the would-be class involving “[p]otentially hundreds of thousands, perhaps millions of individuals,”
many of whom had alleged personal injury, id. at 597, was exceedingly broad of scope. *47  Id. at 624 (“No settlement
class called to our attention is as sprawling as this one.”). The class as certified had no subclasses and “named parties with
diverse medical conditions sought to act on behalf of a single giant class rather than on behalf of discrete subclasses.”
Id. at 626. Thus, Amchem as designed, functioned as one mega-class, even though “[i]n significant respects the interests
of those with the single class are not aligned.” Id.

Here, the various subclasses address the issues Amchem set forth as subclasses were created with representatives from
each. The district court made that inquiry. A930-931 (“This adequacy inquiry also serves to uncover any conflicts
of interest between the named parties and the classes they seek to represent. Amchem, 521 U.S. at 625...The class
representative stand in the same factual and legal shoes of the absent settlement class members.”). Furthermore, except
for the unique facts common to the subclass who purchased a trigger that was recalled to replace the Walker trigger, the
relief rationally varies for those class members based on the age of their firearm.

While Amchem was a settlement class, the Eighth Circuit case Attorneys General cite, In re St. Jude Medical, Inc.,
425 F.3d 1116 (8th Cir. 2005), was not. That distinction is important as the “ ‘rigorous analysis' standard simply does
not apply to settlement approvals.” Keil, 862 F.3d at 694. The Keil decision squarely addresses the Attorneys' General
criticism of the district court's reliance on *48  Sullivan, 667 F.3d at 304, holding “the fact that the settlement agreement
did not account for differences in state laws does not render it unfair.” 862 F.3d at 700.
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But even without the Keil decision, the district court's decision would still stand as the Court did make a multi-state
analysis of class members' claims. See A949; A951-953. The examples the Attorneys General cite from Massachusetts and
Maryland law fail to demonstrate any additional damages to which citizens of their respective states would necessarily
be entitled, or more importantly, how the district court abused its discretion in finding that the remedies theoretically

available in the various states made the settlement fair and adequate. 28  Residents of all 50 states and the District of
Columbia with an affected firearm made from 1982-2014 are all eligible for a free retrofit (and shipping if needed)--a
recovery that can reasonably be found to be within an appropriate range under the objecting States' laws. Similarly,
vouchers of $10 and $12.50 for decades-old firearms that may or may not have been purchased by the current owner,
that received potentially 60-plus years of use and abuse and unknown amounts and quality of maintenance, are likewise
within the range of a reasonable recovery for economic loss claims with respect to these subclasses as a whole.

*49  At the end of the day, a district court is obliged to “evaluate the plaintiffs' case in its entirety rather than on a claim-
by-claim basis.” Keil, 862 F.3d at 700. That is exactly what the district court did here. And as this Court noted in Keil,
a settlement is a compromise of what the varying claims are worth and if a class member thinks he or she has a more
valuable claim, that class member can opt out. Id. Every citizen represented by the Attorneys General had the right to
opt out if they thought their state's remedies offered additional avenues of recovery not offered in this Settlement.

Unlike the district court, Objectors Frost and Denney and the Attorneys General ignore the simple truth that under this
Settlement current owners of roughly 92% of the potential 7.5 million firearms may, if they choose, have their firearms
repaired to them at no cost. No proof of purchase is required. Excluding those seeking reimbursement for having a
recalled X Mark Pro installed, no documentation except a short claims form is required. This benefit is a real, concrete
and valuable benefit to anyone who choose to take it.

Indeed, using the same calculation method, the benefits offered here are better than those in the decision Objectors cite in
In re TJX Cos. Retail Sec. Breach Litig. 584 F.Supp.2d 395 (D.Mass. 2008). In Re TJX concerned a retail data breach that
exposed the personal data of several hundred thousand retail customers. Id. at 400. The settlement offered some limited
reimbursements and vouchers (subject to a hard *50  cap not present here); however, the vast majority of benefits to the
class lay in three years of credit monitoring and insurance. Id. The TJX Court ultimately approved the settlement (and

attorneys' fees) 29  as the credit monitoring provided a “concrete benefit” the value of which “would be transferred to each
unreceipted return customer who made a claim.” Id. at 408. In other words, who might be eligible for reimbursement and
how much they might be eligible was an unknown, but there was a real and quantifiable value in the credit monitoring
and theft insurance available to the entire class whether or not the class members chose to pursue. Id. at 408.

Taking the low end of repairs ($70 per firearm as cited by Objectors) multiplied by the roughly 6.9 million potential
firearms eligible for retrofit, the total value of the retrofit portion of the settlement is more than $483 million in potential
benefits, not including the more than $6.8 million available voucher value. SA1707; A959-960. This is the same math the
In Re TJX court utilized in arriving at the value of the “concrete benefit” of the settlement. See 584 F.Supp.2d at 400.
Add to that number, the cost of two-way shipping and claims processing that Remington has agreed to bear, there are
very real benefits available to class members who choose to receive them.

*51  1. Objectors And Attorneys General Ignore The Relatively Small Numbers
Of The Voucher Subclasses and the Challenges In Litigating Those Cases.

Ultimately Objectors dwell on the relatively small numbers of firearms that are not eligible for retrofit and pay short
shrift to the fact that roughly 92% of the firearms are eligible for retrofit, or a refund for owners of Walker triggers who
paid to replace those triggers with the later-recalled X Mark Pro trigger. Remington has agreed--without any cap--to
retrofit as many as 6.8 million of the roughly 7.5 million firearms manufactured that may or may not still be in existence.
SA 1706-1707. Instead, Objectors myopically criticize the voucher element of the Settlement. As such, the Objectors' and
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Attorneys' General citations to various voucher and coupon cases are simply of limited utility as nearly all class members
here are eligible for something more than a voucher.

More importantly, Objectors conspicuously fail to inform this Court of a key fact as to the voucher firearms: the age
of those firearms. As the district court noted in the Order approving the Class, the newest of these older firearms was
manufactured in 1982. A952, n. 26. The oldest was manufactured in 1948. A951. Firearms of that age have been subject
to unknown numbers of owners who subjected those firearms to unknown levels of care in stress over the last 35-70 years.

Objectors also gloss over the language in the district court's Order discussing statutes of limitations. A951 (“the vast
majority of firearms would not be part of this *52  lawsuit, and the owners would not be entitled to any relief.”). The
district court further noted that if the lengthiest status of limitations were applied, there would be less than one million
Model 700s with a potentially live statute of limitations, not the more than five million firearms that are currently covered
by settlement class A(1). Id.

But Objectors--without any explanation as to how or why--argue that the current owners of a small segment of firearms
35-70 years old should receive the same benefits as current owners of newer firearms that can be retrofitted and have
stronger legal cases. Objectors completely ignore the practical realities of any plaintiff prevailing in such a case for
economic losses due to unknown factors, such as multiple owners and decades of wear and tear. Objectors instead state
that “[r]epair of rifles through workable means is required,” but provide absolutely no citation or support for their
position that these decades-old firearms must be repaired. Objectors' Br. at 40 (emphasis in original).

As to Objectors' complaints that a $12.50 or $10 voucher does nothing to prevent unintentional discharges, this is an
economic loss settlement. Regarding the Attorneys' General claim the vouchers are of limited value, they ignore the fact
that the vouchers for these relatively few “decades-old firearms” may be combined, are transferrable and never expire--
something the district court noted in its approval. A952.

*53  2. Objectors' Remaining Arguments on Adequacy Fail To Make the Settlement Inadequate

The Objectors also set forth several miscellaneous arguments, mostly without any basis in support and none of which,
if true, make the Settlement inadequate, unreasonable or unfair.

a. Comparative Fault

Objectors argue that despite lack of personal release, Remington will get the benefit of raising comparative fault. But the
defense of comparative fault would be available to Remington regardless. See e.g., T.G. v. Remington Arms Company,
2014 WL 1310285 (N.D. Okla., Mar 28, 2014). In T.G., plaintiffs brought a personal injury case involving the accidental
discharge and the Model 700 (by far the most numerous firearm in this Class). Id. at *1. The court rejected plaintiffs'
argument that Remington should be barred from comparative fault arguments at trial as Oklahoma law required the
jury to consider comparative fault in every case. Id. at *9, n. 4. See also, Matthews v. Remington Arms Co., Inc. 641 F.3d

635, 651 (5th Cir. 2011) (holding comparative fault must be considered by fact finder under Louisiana law). 30  Even if
not required for a fact finder to consider in every case, any competent *54  defense attorney would presumably attempt
to raise the defense of comparative fault, with or without this economic loss settlement. But with regards to the particular
design defect alleged in this case, Remington's continued refusal to concede any such design defect may very well estop
Remington from making the particular comparative fault arguments Objectors raise. Objectors' refusal to acknowledge
that Remington has denied a design defect in this case blinds them to the effect of that refusal in future cases alleging
that same design defect.
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b. Objectors' Allegations The District Court Failed In Its Duty To Protect Class Members

As to the district court's duty to protecting class members, the procedural history shows that the district court did
just that. As noted above, the district court denied the Parties' first motion for final approval and ordered a second
round of notice. With the district court's permission, the Parties tested the supplemental notice, reported those tests in
a public hearing with the court and with the court's approval, ran the supplemental notice. The district court then held
a final approval hearing in which Objectors, a representative of the Attorneys General and another Objector (who did
not appeal) were allowed to speak. Only after the claims increased by more than 800% did the district court approve
the Settlement and certify the Class--a process that took more than two years from the time the Parties first sought
conditional certification of the settlement classes. See A924.

*55  B. The Settlement Did Not Provide Disparate Treatment Of Class Members.

Although this section is somewhat duplicative of Objectors' complaints about the vouchers infra, Objectors (and the
Attorneys General) ignore the fairly obvious fact that not all the class members are in the same position. The owner of
a Model 660 manufactured in 1948 has a different case than the owner of a Model 700 manufactured in 2010. Objectors
also omit relevant Eighth Circuit precedent that different benefits for different class members is common. For instance, in
Petrovic v. Amoco Oil Co., this Court noted: “It seems to us that almost every settlement will involve different awards for
various class members.” 200 F.3d at 1146. Thus, varying compensation based on the relative strengths and weaknesses
of the subclasses in normal and proper.

The district court here properly engaged in the proper analysis, including for instance, the statute of limitations issues.
Again, all the firearms ineligible for retrofit were manufactured prior to 1982--about 31 years prior to the filing of the
Pollard suit. In whatever state the individual plaintiffs lived with these older firearms, there would be statute of limitations
challenges. Further, the older the firearm, the greater the other challenges, such as affirmative defenses for Remington
(e.g. How many owners? Was the firearm properly maintained?). Finally, Remington could argue that a firearm that
had received 60-plus years of use and never suffered from an *56  accidental discharge simply does not have the same
value as a ten-year old firearm that may or may not have had an accidental discharge.

Next, while the Attorneys General touch on a conflicts of law analysis in their assertion that certain states' laws might

offer more remedies than other states, engaging in that analysis favors settlement. See Marshall, 787 F.3d at 514. 31

In the real world, continuing to litigate these cases as Objectors and Attorneys General argue would be risky and time
consuming--all the while virtually none of these firearms would be repaired. Add to that, the district court dismissed
several of Plaintiffs' claims at the Fed. R. Civ. P. 12 stage, making continued litigation more difficult. See A924. The
Objectors and Attorneys General ignore all these practical realities that the district court appropriately examined and
weighed.

Objectors citation to In re General Motors Corp. Pick-Up Truck Fuel Tank Prods. Liability Litigation, 55 F.3d 768 (3d
Cir. 1995) (“GM Fuel Tank”) does not change the analysis as it is distinguishable in multiple ways. First, that case had
an adequate representation issue--all the class representatives came from one group, and as such those subclasses had
no representation. Petrovic, 200 F.3d at 1147 (internal citations omitted). But here the district court properly required
representation for the various subclasses. Second, the GM Fuel Tank case concerned *57  pickup trucks manufactured
over 15-year period. This class covers firearms over a nearly 70-year period. Third, the GM Fuel Tank case provided
relief that for certain class members might have been difficult or expensive to utilize. GM Fuel Tank, 55 F.3d at 800-801,
808 (requiring fleet owners to make large purchases of new automobiles to utilize $1,000 was difficult, if not impossible,
in the 15 months allotted). Again, that factor is not present here. Items are available on Remington's website for less
than or near the amount of the $10 and $12.50 vouchers and there is no time limit on when those vouchers may be used.
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Nor is the decision in Ferrington v. McAfee, No. 10-CV-01455-LHK, 2012 WL 1156399 (N.D. Cal. Apr. 6, 2012), that
Objectors cited useful here. The Ferrington court rejected the settlement as it provided “benefits for only one subclass.
The other subclass received nothing, while surrendering all its members' claims against the defendant.” Id. at *10. The
Ferrington court did not reject the settlement because the class members received different treatment, but because a large
group of the class would have received absolutely nothing. Id.

Thus, a settlement can both be fair and treat class members differently. Here, the “newer” firearms made after 1982
are eligible for retrofit; older firearms are older for vouchers based on their age. Arguing that because these older
firearms have the same Walker trigger and should therefore have the same relief ignores the serious obstacles of statute of
limitations (which the district court covered in some length), *58  the affirmative defenses and lower economic value of
many of these older firearms. The varying levels of compensation made sense given the relative strengths and weaknesses
of the cases, largely based on the extreme age of these older firearms.

Objectors next complain about many class members having to ship their firearms to Remington for repair and that class
members will be reluctant to part with their firearms during hunting season. In addition to failing to note that Remington
pays for free two-way shipping, Objectors omit the fact that class members have 18 months in which to file a claim and
can choose the time of the year in which to ship their firearms. While class members who ship their firearms would be
temporarily without those firearms, they have flexibility on when that occurs.

Further, both Objectors and Attorneys General leap to the conclusion that the “vouchers” are coupons as if that was an
established fact. But there are differences between coupons and vouchers that courts have recognized. Foos v. Ann, Inc.,
2013 WL 5352969, at *2 (S.D. Cal. Sept. 24, 2013) (holding “a coupon is a discount on merchandise or services offered
by the defendant and a voucher provides for free merchandise or services”). The Foos Court also noted:

a voucher is more like a gift card or cash where there is an actual cash value, is freely transferable
and does not require class members to spend additional money in order to realize the benefits of
the settlement. There is no heightened level of scrutiny requirement for vouchers. *59  Id. (emphasis
added).

Other courts have provided guidance on the distinction between the two. In Reibstein v. Rite Aid Corp., 761 F.Supp.2d
241, 255-256 (E.D. Pa. 2011), the court held that factors such as no expiration date and the ability to freely transfer
are some of the factors that make gift cards more like cash. See also, In re Bisphenol-A (BPA) Polycarbonate Plastics
Prods. Litig., 2011 WL 1790603 (W.D. Mo. May 10, 2011) (holding “[t]he term ‘coupon’ is not statutorily defined, but
the Court notes the vouchers provided in this case are unique in that they do not necessarily require the class members'
expend money of their own in order to realize the benefits of the settlement.”).

Remington does sell products for less than $12.50 or $10. But assuming there is no distinction between a coupon and a
voucher, contrary to Objectors' claims, the district court examined the question of the vouchers and concluded “given that
these firearm owners' claims are time-barred and, in all likelihood, would have no cognizable claim against Defendants,
relief in the form of a voucher is adequate in these circumstances.” A948. The district court also noted that the vouchers
are both transferrable and do not expire. A952.

1. Objectors' Unsupported Arguments That The Older Firearms Cannot Be Readily Retrofitted

As for the argument of Objectors that the older firearms can be readily retrofitted, the unproven, untested opinions of
Objector Frost are not competent *60  evidence. Even if Objector Frost's opinions were accurate, it does not mean the
Settlement is unfair for not providing a retrofit for 35 to 69 year-old firearms for all reasons noted above.
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2. Objectors' Argument That Some Members Are Excluded Such As Government Purchasers Like Law Enforcement

Here Objectors curiously argue that it is unfair to exclude government purchasers such as a law enforcement from a
Settlement they argue is unfair. Excluded parties are not prejudiced by this Settlement. They are free to pursue their own
litigation against Remington. Objectors cite no authority for the idea that certain entities--who release no claims--must
be included in a settlement. The absence of certain entities has no bearing of the fairness to those included in the Class
Settlement. See A948 (“Because certain groups or individuals or entities have been excluded from this settlement does
not render the settlement inadequate for those individuals who are included.”).

3. Attorneys' General Arguments That Certain Class Members Are Made Worse Off By Settlement.

As an initial matter, Objectors did not raise this particular issue; 32  therefore, the issue is waived. See In re Wireless
Telephone Fed. Cost Recovery Fees Litig., 396 F.3d 922, 932 (8th Cir. 2005). Regardless, the argument is meritless. First,
the *61  benefits to members of Settlement Class B(1) are not limited to a retrofit; the settlement also provides them with
the safety DVD and the benefit of Class Counsel's and their expert's oversight regarding the XMP retrofit process. In
addition, these settlement benefits are likewise tied to the strength and weaknesses of these class members' claims--issues
that were fully before the district court. A130-32; A152; SA527-31. Finally, assuming the Attorneys' General arguments
here were accurate, the Settlement afforded class members the right to opt-out and almost none did.

C. Objectors Provide No Authority That Specific Remedies Are Required For A Settlement To Be Fair
And The District Court Properly Weighed The Respective Strengths and Weaknesses Of The Settlement.

Here again, Objectors argue, without any citations, that a particular form of relief is required, namely reimbursement
for retrofitting triggers. As an initial matter, some class members do have a reimbursement option. However, “even in
the absence of any financial payout, the [S]ettlement would not fail as a matter of law.” Marshall, 787 F.3d at 509. No
one mechanism, including reimbursement, is specifically required for the settlement to be fair.

IV. The Settlement and Notice in Garza Are Distinguishable

Objections devote an entire section of their brief to the Garza decision. The gist of the Objectors' argument is that they
believe Garza was a better settlement, *62  and therefore, this one is inadequate. These arguments repeat Objectors'
arguments concerning adequacy of the benefits of this settlement, with a few more arguments on notice to the class. The

Objectors' complaints run the gambit from complaints on notice to allegedly fewer cash reimbursements. 33  As stated
set forth above, a settlement need not fit a particular mold, but be fair and reasonable. See e.g., DeBoer, 64 F.3d at 1176;
Prof. Firefighters Ass'n of Omaha, 678 F.3d at 649.

Objectors' complaints fail to include items of value in this class. For instance, the Objectors' calculations do not include
the costs of shipping and claims administration. In the Eighth Circuit, the cost of administration is something that can
be calculated as a benefit to the class. Keil, 862 F.3d at 703 (internal citations omitted); see also In re Life Time Fitness,
Inc., Telephone Consumer Protection Act Litig., 847 F.3d 619, 623 (8th Cir. 2017). While the district court's Order did not
expressly discuss the benefit of administration, the order did note that shipping was provided “at no cost to the firearm
owner.” A947. Calculations do not include future and ongoing claims.

Also, Objectors do not provide any competent support for their statement that claims will not dramatically increase.
Claims increased from 19,425 in January to more than 22,000 by the final approval hearing by mid-March. A927-928.
While not *63  before this Court, claims have continued to increase notwithstanding the delays caused by Objectors'

appeal. 34
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CONCLUSION

The district court properly exercised its discretion here. As such, Plaintiffs-Appellees respectfully request that this Court
approve the March 14, 2017 Order granting final approval so that these defective rifles can be repaired and lives can
be saved.

*64  /s/ Eric. D. Holland
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ATTORNEYS FOR PLAINTIFFS-APPELLEES

Footnotes
1 Public Justice has also published on an independent website Remington documents from previous litigation that Remington

has agreed may be published and not treated as confidential. Class Counsel and Plaintiffs' counsel worked with Public Justice
to reach this agreement with Remington.

2 Settlement Class A consists of the following subclasses: (1) current owners of Model 700, Seven, Sportsman 78, and 673
firearms; (2) current owners of Model 710, 715, and 770 firearms; (3) current owners of Model 600, 660, XP-- 100 firearms;
and (4) current owners of Model 721m 722m and 725 firearms. SA943-944.

3 Settlement Class B consists of the following subclasses: (1) current owners of Remington Model 700 and Model 7 rifles
containing an X-Mark Pro trigger mechanism manufactured from May 1, 2006 to April 9, 2014 who have not participated
in the voluntary X-Mark Pro voluntary recall and (2) current and former owners of Remington Model 700 and Model Seven
rifles who replaced their rifle's original Walker trigger mechanism with an X-mark Pro trigger mechanism from May 1, 2006
to April 9, 2014. SA994-995.

4 Demonstratives used by Plaintiffs and Remington during the final approval hearing detail the classes and the respective
benefits. See SA1706 (Remington Settlement Structure); SA1707 (production totals by model). See also SA390-91.

5 Remington Authorized Repair Centers (“RARCS”) will perform X-Mark Pro retrofits; class members can take their firearm
to an RARC, or they can ship their firearm with prepaid shipping tags, boxes, and instructions from Remington. Because
the retrofit process with respect to retrofits with a Model 770 connectorless trigger mechanism is slightly more elaborate
and involves different equipment, and because RARCs typically do not handle these retrofits, Remington will perform these
retrofits rather than the RARCs. Remington will send the settlement class member pre-paid shipping tags, boxes, and written
instructions on how to ship the firearm to Remington for the retrofit. SA1707; SA390-91.

6 All settlement class members will receive the additional non-monetary benefit of an educational DVD regarding safe firearm
handling practices. SA949.

7 The formal claims process has not started and will not start unless final approval of the Settlement is granted. However, claim
forms have been available for submission since May 6, 2015, and may continue to be submitted until eighteen months after
the effective date. SA 1927 at ¶ 24 (Declaration of Weisbrot on Implementation and adequacy of notice plan). All firearms
subject to the XMP safety recall, and firearms in certain other limited circumstances, have been and are continuing to be
repaired, notwithstanding final approval and this appeal. All remaining benefits shall be provided after final approval and
the effective date have passed. Id. at ¶ 26.
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8 Mr. Hilsee did not appear at the August 23, 2016 hearing. Objectors listed Mr. Hilsee on their witness list for the final approval
hearing on February 14, 2017. SA2076. Although he attended the final approval hearing, Mr. Hilsee did not testify. See A876.
Thus, despite the volume of materials submitted by Mr. Hilsee on behalf of Objectors and the extent to which Objectors relied
on his opinions, Mr. Hilsee never subjected himself or his methods to cross-examination.

9 Signal's unique proprietary dataset and specialized data modeling techniques go above and beyond the commercial databases
customarily used in similar class action settlements. SA552 at ¶ 3.

10 Signal performed this testing between March and May 2016 and presented the results to the District Court at the August 2016
hearing. Six advertisements, directed at 150,000 likely Settlement members, were tested utilizing various language. SA552-554
at ¶¶ 2, 7-9; SA562-568 at ¶¶ 33-44.

11 Those sources included the entirety of Remington's broad email distribution list (created from individuals who had contacted
the company for a variety of reasons, people who signed up for email notifications on Remington's website or at a trade show,
etc.), warranty and product registrations, repair records, and customer service records. The largest data set was Remington's
email distribution list (which contained nearly 800,000 email addresses), which served as the primary list from which all other
data was de-duplicated. SA859-860 at ¶¶ 6-7. After all email addresses were de-duplicated from all sources, a list of physical
mailing addresses was compiled for those individuals for whom Remington had no email address. SA842.

12 Again, Objectors listed Mr. Hilsee on their witness list, SA2076, but despite the district court's invitation, Mr. Hilsee did not
testify at the Final Approval Hearing, depriving Plaintiffs and Remington of the opportunity to cross-examine Objectors' key
witness. Although the District Court held multiple hearings, provided ample advance time and invited testimony, Objectors
failed to timely present competent evidence.

13 Recently affirmed by the Eleventh Circuit, the district court for the Southern District of Florida approved the class action
settlement involving a firearms manufacturer (Taurus) after concluding that individual notice was impracticable, in part,
because Taurus, like Remington, did not sell directly to consumers and accordingly had no sales records from which contact
information could be derived. See Carter, 2016 WL 3982489, at *6 & n.12. The objectors specifically argued that Taurus
should be required to go through its records and compile a list of whatever contact information it could locate. The district
court rejected that argument, finding it would be “grossly out of proportion” to the negligible few class members located[]”
to require Taurus to engage in that effort. Id. at *6. Here, in stark contrast, Remington compiled an overbroad list of
consumers--precisely the effort the Taurus Court determined was “grossly out of proportion” to the potential benefit. Id.
Indeed, Remington has gone far beyond the notice efforts approved in Carter, where no direct communications were sent,
even though the firearms manufacturer in that case likely had similar records to what Remington has here.

14 Specifically, Objectors argued that the district court should have required the Parties to subpoena Department of Justice Form
4473s from the sellers. These forms, administered by the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms are executed by the buyer
and seller of a firearm for each transaction and are required to be maintained by the seller. Plaintiffs maintain their position
that the Firearm Transaction Record for each gun purchase (ATF Form 4473) are not subject to subpoena or other discovery,
are inadmissible as evidence, are barred from being used, relied on, or disclosed in any manner, and cannot form the basis for
any testimony or other evidence in a civil action in any state or federal court. SA846.

15 The district court did note that notice of the settlement, though not directed to the full mailing list of the NRA, was published
in American Rifleman, an NRA publication with a circulation of more than two million, on June 15, 2015. SA600.

16 In designing the radio components of the supplemental notice campaign, Signal collaborated with a professional media
planning agent with substantial non-partisan experience developing mass media campaigns directed at firearms owners.
SA1243 at ¶13.

17 A177-178 (describing how testing is not usually done and “so often notices run and then the results are seen later after the
campaign.” A178 at lines 15-16).

18 The district court also heard from the Honorable Glenn Norton (ret.) who served as a mediator with the supplemental notice
program. (“Because these class members know each other, speak to one another, have active communities, if one member gets
notice, dozens will know about it because they talk about their gun issues, and spend their time together....” A162 at lines 16-20.

19 In comparing the notice plans of Carter and Garza to the notice plan implemented here, the district court found that the
reach of the notice plan here was “more significant” than Carter, and used the same methods and more than the notice plan
approved in Garza. A942.

20 Further, the district court invited witnesses to appear at the Final Approval and instructed the parties and objectors to file
witness and exhibit lists. A20. Objectors listed Todd Hilsee as an expert witness, but despite the district court's invitation,
Mr. Hilsee did not testify at the Final Approval Hearing. Although the district court held multiple hearings, provided ample
advance time and invited testimony, Objectors failed to timely present competent evidence and spared Mr. Hilsee cross-
examination by the parties. A876.
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21 See Lori Connolly, “View from the Digital Inbox 2011: Digital Marketing Insights From the Annual Consumer Attitude
& Usage Study,” 2011, available at https://www.merkleinc.com/sites/default/files/whitepapers/WP-DigitalInbox_11Jul_0.pdf
(reporting that adults prefer email “over direct mail nearly five to one” for commercial communications).

22 Available at http://www.uscourts.gov/sites/default/files/2017-04-civil-agenda_book.pdf.

23 “Earned media” refers to local and nationwide press coverage, including online and television reports. SA842; SA1946 at ¶20.

24 In fact, it was Objectors' expert, Todd Hilsee, who testified under oath in that case that the adequacy of notice is not measured
by actual participation.

25 Both the Garza and Carter notices, which Objectors frequently reference, likewise contain language denying liability, in even
stronger language. A632 (“Remington and DuPont denied--and continue to deny--such claims.”); Carter v. Forjas Taurus
S.A., et al., No. 13-CV-24583, ECF 123 at Ex. A Section I.D (S.D. Fla.) (“The Taurus Companies vigorously deny the claims
asserted in the Action and deny all allegations of wrongdoing and liability.”)

26 This is precisely the function and purpose of these types of supplemental forms of notice. See, Manual for Complex Litigation
(Fourth) § 21.311 at 287-288 (“...[R]eferring class members to an Internet site for further information can provide complete
access to a wide range of information about a class settlement. Many courts include the internet as a component of class
certification and class settlement notice programs.”).

27 See infra n.31.

28 That of course, assumes Plaintiffs were successful at trial-- Plaintiffs could take nothing.

29 Objectors did not appeal the district court's determination that fees and costs awarded to class counsel were fair and reasonable.
Therefore, that issue is waived. See In re Wireless Telephone Fed. Cost Recovery Fees Litig., 396 F.3d at 932.

30 Matthews concerned the Model 710, a firearm that is included in the instant settlement and eligible for a retrofit; however,
the defect alleged in Matthews is a different one than alleged here.

31 Plaintiffs adopt by reference Remington's arguments on waiver. Br. of Defendants-Appellees at 41-42.

32 Objectors do not raise the alleged harm via a release issue, but merely assert “There is no benefit because this [retrofit] is the
same voluntary recall process that has been ongoing.” Corrected Appellant Br. at 46.

33 The Attorneys General cite Garza as to the scope of the release and claims rate. Attorneys General Br. at 20; 23.

34 As of the time this brief was filed, 29,214 claims have been submitted.
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